
Corps Custom Classic Drum

Snaredrums
Productinformation



Tensionrings  

Special shaped and manufactured tensionhoops.  
Top quality tuning specs with a classic approach.  

Using the newest technology, we created a drum with a real “Classic” look for a traditional appearance. Available in 
different sizes the drums a great value, and contribute the past with modern technical  specification. 

Corps Custom Classic Drums | Classic Appearance - Modern technology!!

Corps Custom Classic drums

Protection Legs

Snares

10 pieces of very accurate  stainless steel cable snares, for a traditional  and thriling drumsound 
the best solution.  

Corps Custom Classic Drums | Classic Appearance - Modern Technology!!

Tension Rods

Using chrome plated tensionrod the drums can be 
tuned very easily 
Together with the traditional shaped tension rings the 
prefect tension system is completed  
A classic look combined with top quality components. 
 

Drumheads

Bottom Strainer 

 
UCS STRAINER | The biggest innovation insnardrum technogy!!  
Made out of special designed extrusion profiles precisely CC machine 
tuned. 
This ultimate strainer gives the snare drummer the comfort of shifting 
the strainer during his playing activities. Besides a technical high 
standard it gives an ultimate in musical performance!!! 
Tension and height of the snares are fully adjustable. 
The one and only on the entire market. 

Lugs

The special shaped and high pressure  
diecasted Zamac twin lugs stand for pure 
quality an exclusive design. 
The lugs are fitted with bronze and chrome 
plated inserts. Inside the lugs you will find a 
special synthetic “locker” to hold the tension 
and avoid  the  rods to  loosen their tension  
The lugs are fitted to the shell using a special 
synthetic underlayment to avoid the contact 
with the shell.

We ony use the best component and there fore these series we choosed for Remo Ambassador  
Smooth White  as a standard but optional you can choose for the traditional Remo Renaissance  
Ambassador
 
Top | Remo Ambassador Smooth White    Bottom | Remo Ambassador SA 
 
“The best drums need only the best available drumheads”



Color Options

Shells

Plywood Impact  |  A 4mm 6-ply wooden shell made out of a combination of beech and occume. 
Both wood species which are the basics of light and strong drums shell.  

 Plywood Impact | The heartbeat of your drum!! 

Aluforce  |  Precisely CC bended and welded aluminium shells made out of a special 1.5 mm aluminium sheet material.  
Extremely light in weight with an excellent performance in sound and durability.

Aluforce it just says where it stands for!!  
Light in weight and strong in sound!!

Features and Models

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Lugs Strain-
er

Snares Tension 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

CFD1412UCS08 14" x 12" Plywood Impact CC Machined 8 UCS Cable 
Wires 

8 Remo Ambassador 
Smooth White 

3.7 kg 
8.2 lbs 

CFD1614UCS08 16" x 14" Plywood Impact CC Machined 8 UCS Cable 
Wires 

8 Remo Ambassador 
Smooth White

4.4 kg 
9.7 lbs 

Art. nr. Size Shell Tensionrings Lugs Strainer Snares Tension 
Rods 

Drumheads Weight

AFD1412UCS08 14" x 12" Aluforce CC Machined 8 UCS Cable 
Wires 

8 Remo Ambassador 
Smooth White 

3.5 kg 
7.7 lbs 

AFD1614UCS08 16" x 14" Aluforce CC Machined 8 UCS Cable 
Wires 

8 Remo Ambassador 
Smooth White 

3.8 kg 
8.4 lbs

“Various Shell and Hardware colour finishes available, please ask for colour charts!”
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